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To
Secretary of State for Transport
C/O Transport Infrastructure Planning Unit
 
Dear Sirs
We act for John Michael Chapman, Andrew Christopher Chapman and David Alan Leeming, the registered proprietors
of land registered under Title Number  (“Owners”). . We have
been instructed on their behalf to object to a Notice of an Application for an Order to Acquire Land/Rights in Land
Compulsorily, to Use Land, for Powers to Carry Out Protective Works to Buildings, and to Extinguish Right Over the
Land.  A copy of the said notice is attached.
 
The grounds for the objection are as follows:-
 

1. The Owners are currently negotiating a Promotion Agreement in respect of the Property.  The agreement
anticipates a planning application being made for residential development by a developer.  Whilst the
agreement has not been exchanged, it has already been fairly heavily negotiated, and it is hoped that
agreement will be reached soon.  Once it has been, the developer will under terms of the Promotion
Agreement make an application for planning permission and that land could well include the land which is
subject to the order.  The precise scheme for development of the Property is not yet known, but there is a
danger that the order could have the effect of sterilising or adversely affect the proposed development.

2. Part of the Property is used by users of allotment gardens situated on the north side of the railway track off
Barwick Road. This could be interfered with by the plans for the Property. Access is over the land coloured
brown on the attached plan marked “Network Rail licence plan (Garforth Allotments.)” The arrangement was
put in place following closure of a nearby level crossing.

3. Network Rail also have a licence to occupy the land shown on the attached plan which is marked “Network Rail
licence plan (Garforth Allotments)”.  Network Rail contacted the Owners approximately 2 years ago to
formalise this arrangement.  However, since contacting the Owner, no serious attempt has been made by
Network Rail to complete agreement.  The Owner’s agent has made several attempts to make progress but
attempts of contact have been unsuccessful. The contact at Network rail is James Holroyd, based at Toft Green
in York.  Various correspondence sent by my client’s agent have been ignored.  In addition, there is a licence
fee due under the licence to occupy which is in arrears.

 

Correspondence relating to this objection should be sent to Wrigleys LLP at 3rd Floor, Wellington Place, Leeds, LS1
4AP marked for the attention of Alasdair Inglis
 
Yours faithfully
 
 
Alasdair Inglis | Partner
Wrigleys Solicitors LLP 
3rd Floor, 3 Wellington Place, Leeds LS1 4AP
0113 204 1105
0754 710 4895
www.wrigleys.co.uk

Details of our forthcoming events can be found here
Information on how we handle your personal information and on your data protection rights can be found here
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Wrigleys IT Team immediately on: (+44) 113 244 6100 or ITteam@wrigleys.co.uk, and then delete it from your system. 
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